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Boost the Performance of Triboelectric Nanogenerators
through Circuit Oscillation
Sixing Xu, Wenbo Ding, Hengyu Guo, Xiaohong Wang,* and Zhong Lin Wang*
and sustainable energy. Triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG), as a novel mechanical
energy harvesting technique invented by
Wang et al., has proven to be an effective
power alternative for small electronics
and attracted plenty of interests in recent
years.[4–11] To make TENG more practical
and compatible to the commercial electronics, it is always desirable to improve
the output performance. One way is
from the device perspective, for example,
choosing a ppropriate materials, designing
the device structure, etc.,[12–21] which is
effective but needs specific optimization.
The other one is from the power management perspective,[22–31] which is more
general.
Over the past few years, extensive
efforts have been put into the power
management of TENG for enhancing
its output performance.[22–32] Zi et al.
first proposed the concepts of “figure of merits” and “cycles
for maximum energy output (CMEO),”[28] which provide the
guideline for the maximum energy output per cycle of a TENG
device. Afterward, Xi et al.[29] and Cheng et al.[30] have separately demonstrated the power management circuits which
assist the TENG to achieve the 72% and 80% of the CMEO.
However, the further approaching or even beyond the CMEO
is more than difficult. Moreover, the maximum energy output
can only be achieved when the load matches the impedance
of TENG. Considering the low intrinsic capacitance of TENG
and low frequency characteristics of the ambient vibration,
the matching impedance is always beyond magnitude of tens
or hundreds of megaohms.[15,33,34] Although several existing
power management strategies can help reduce the matched
impedance to several megaohms,[28,30] it is still much larger
than the input resistance of common electronics, which
are typically around hundreds of ohms. Recently, Qin et al.
reported an interesting TENG system which can eliminate the
requirement of impedance matching,[31] however, their system
is only applicable for elaborate devices.
Herein, in both theory and experimental verification, we
report a novel power management strategy named oscillation
assisting TENG (OA-TENG), which can exceed the CMEO limit
of individual TENG under arbitrary load resistance. Unlike the
previous power management strategies, the farther the load
resistance from the matching impedance, the higher energy
output per cycle can be provided from the OA-TENG, which
means this strategy is especially suitable for the common
electronics of low resistance. This OA-TENG is achieved by

Triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) which harvests ubiquitous ambient
mechanical energy is a promising power source that can meet the distributed
energy demand in the internet of things, wearable electronics, etc. However,
the available output of TENG is severely limited by the saturated polarized
charge density, small intrinsic capacitance, and large matching impedance.
Herein, an effective power management strategy is proposed that flips the
free charges on the conductive layer through a controlled LC oscillating
circuit composed of the diode, switch, inductor, and the intrinsic capacitor of
TENG. In this way, the equivalent charge density reaches a level higher than
the saturated polarized charge density. The simulation and experiments show
that the limit of energy output can be exceeded under arbitrary load resistance, especially for the low-impedance common electronics. It is believed that
such a general, low-cost, and highly effective strategy can further broaden the
applications of TENG devices across the fields and probably be a new performance evaluation standard for TENG.

1. Introduction
With the advancement of Internet of things (IoT) and wearable electronics, the ubiquitous sensors have brought great
convenience to people’s daily life but also raised huge challenges on the maintenance due to the lack of power.[1–3] The
distributed characteristics of the IoT and other commercial
electronics have made necessary reliable sources of distributed
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simply in-series (Mode-1) or in-parallel (Mode-2) connecting
an inductor and two parallel diodes, with the switch, load, and
TENG device. The inductor and the intrinsic capacitance of
TENG form an oscillation circuit so that the voltage and charge
of TENG will flip and accumulate in each cycle. According to
the simulation, for a free-standing mode TENG with intrinsic
capacitance of 0.5 nF, open-circuit voltage of 100 V, and harmonic excitation frequency of 1 Hz, the output of OA-TENG is
improved by 6 orders for load resistance of 1 kΩ and the minimum of 3 times at the impedance of 1 GΩ, compared with
the CMEO of individual TENG. Furthermore, a mechanical
switching system is constructed for the experimental verification, in which obviously higher energy output can be observed
compared with CMEO. Nonideal factors in the system are also
discussed and the perspective of future improvement is proposed. The proposed scheme could broaden the potential applications of TENG in the field of IoT and wearable electronics as
an effective power source.

2. Results
2.1. Mechanism and Simulation of OA-TENG
The CMEO is commonly regarded as the upper bound of the
energy output per cycle of TENG.[28,30–32] However, the physical
essence behind the CMEO limit is not clear enough and the
possibility to go beyond that limit is still debatable. In order
to analyze this problem more intuitively, a contact-separation
mode TENG is taken as an instance. Figure 1a shows the charge
distribution of the common operation of “cycles for energy

output (CEO),” in which the polarized charge on the insulating
layer is partially neutralized by the opposite charge on the
adhered conductive layer, which makes the electric field energy
converted from the mechanical force relatively low. Although
the operation of CMEO reported by Zi et al. skillfully transfers all of that electric field energy to the load,[32] the amount
of the electric field energy keeps the same as that of CEO. The
improved CMEO strategy which disconnects the TENG during
the mechanical displacement so that the polarized charge will
not be neutralized,[28,30] as illustrated in Figure 1b. In this
strategy, all of the polarized charges can be utilized and the
limit of CMEO can be achieved. Hence, it can be concluded
that the limit of CMEO, from a physical prospective, is actually the total electrical field energy of the polarized charges.
Therefore, to break through that limit, a unique charge distribution is achieved through the LC oscillating circuit. Different
from the previous work which uses resonance as signal pro
cessing,[35] the oscillation circuit in this work flips the free
charges on the conductive layer so that it will not neutralize
the polarized charges, but increase the amount of equivalent
charges. As shown in Figure 1c, the amount of the energy in
the OA-TENG system increases and the limit of CMEO is easily
broken through. Figure 1d shows a typical V–Q plot of the
operations of CEO, CMEO, maximized CMEO, and OA-TENG,
which clearly demonstrate the advantage of the OA-TENG.
The strategy of OA-TENG can be implemented by using two
types of external circuits according to the load resistance. As
shown in Figure 2a, the Mode-1 OA-TENG consists of a TENG,
an external inductor, two parallel diodes, and a switch in series
connection. The switch is only triggered at the positive and negative maximum points of the mechanical displacement of the

Figure 1. Comparison of operation of CEO, CMEO, Max-CMEO, and OA-TENG. The charge distribution and electrical field force of a) CEO/CMEO,
b) maximized CMEO, and c) OA-TENG. d) The comparison of CEO, CMEO, maximized CMEO, and OA-TENG in V–Q plot.
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Figure 2. Mechanism and simulations of the Mode-1 OA-TENG. a) The operation cycles for Mode-1 OA-TENG. b) The V–Q curve for the steady state.
c) The V–Q curves with different load resistance. d) The first several periods to achieve steady. e) The numbers of periods to achieve steady with
different load resistance.

TENG. During most of the time, the switch is turned off so that
the TENG is open circuit and the transferred charge is zero.
When the TENG reaches the positive extreme displacement,
the switch connects the terminal A and B, so that an oscillating
electrical circuit composed by the intrinsic capacitor of TENG,
the external inductor, and the load is established. The TENG
will not only lose all of the original charges, but also reverses
charges due to the oscillation until the current being cutoff by
the diode. The intrinsic capacitance of the TENG is so small
that the period of the oscillation is almost negligible compared
with the mechanical movement.[36] Afterward, the switch is
turned off again and the TENG continues to reverse charges on
the basis of the previous flipped voltage. Obviously, the absolute value of the output voltage increases compared to original
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TENG (green dot line). When the TENG reaches the negative
extreme point, similarly, the switch connects the terminals of
A and C, and the voltage flips again. With each flip, the voltage
and the charge increases, until the system saturates.
To quantitively understand the electrical phenomenon of this
system, we consider a harmonic excitation (corresponds to a
single frequency in the frequency domain) for the system so
that the state equation of the oscillating circuit can be written
as Equation (1),[33] where L is the inductance, R is the load
resistance, C is the intrinsic capacitance of the TENG, Q is the
charge of the intrinsic capacitor, w is the angular frequency of
the mechanical excitation, and Vo is the maximum open-circuit
voltage of TENG. For the analytic solution and simplicity, we
consider the free-standing mode TENG here, of which the
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capacitance remains constant during the movement.[37] But
it should be emphasized that the strategy is suitable for all
types of TENG devices because of the same equivalent circuit model.[35] The solution of Equation (1) is expressed in
Equation (2), where the Q1 and Q2 are constants determined by
the initial state, i.e., the condition at the beginning of the oscillation. The voltage output and transferred charges of the TENG
can be easily calculated, as shown in Note S1 in the Supporting
Information
L
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A stable operation cycle is simulated using MATLAB with
parameters listed in Table 1 and the V–Q plot is shown in
Figure 2b. During the switch-off process, the output current
is zero so that the process corresponds to a vertical line in the
V–Q plot. While for the oscillation process, the voltage flips
with a certain degree of loss due to the damping. The oscillation process is much faster than the external excitation so it
corresponds to a straight line in the V–Q plot as the built-in
potential of TENG is almost unchanged.
Different from the operation of CMEO which requires a
large load resistance,[32] the Mode-1 OA-TENG outputs larger
energy per cycle with lower load resistance. It can be observed
that Equation (2) contains two parts: the pure sinusoidal part
and the damped oscillation part. When the load resistance is
larger than the critical resistance as expressed in Equation (3),
the circuit will not oscillate and the V–Q curve degenerates to the shape of CMEO, as illustrated in the simulation at
Figure 1c. When decreasing the load resistance, the circle of the
V–Q curve grows, which means more transferred charge per
cycle and higher output voltage
R>

4L
C

(3)

It always takes several periods for the operation of the OATENG to reach its steady state. As shown in the simulation
of Figure 1e, through each oscillation process, the charge and
voltage increase and gradually saturate to the steady state. The
stable condition is easy to get: the voltage loss during each oscillation is compensated by the voltage gain during the switch-off
process, which can be mathematically written as Equation (4).
The number of periods to reach the steady state for different
load resistances is plotted in Figure 1e. It can be observed that
the larger load resistance causes more voltage loss during the
Table 1. Parameters used for simulating the OA-TENG.
Open-circuit
voltage
100 V

Intrinsic
capacitance

External
inductance

Excitation
frequency

Load resistance

0.5 nF

0.5 H

1 Hz

20 kΩ
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oscillation process hence the stable voltage is lower and the
time to reach stable is shorter.
Vloss−osci = Vgain−switchoff = 2Vo

(4)

Despite that, Mode-1 OA-TENG can achieve higher energy
output per cycle with small load; its output will be reduced to
the level of CMEO when the load exceeds the critical resistance
shown in Equation (3). The Mode-2 OA-TENG is designed for
dealing with large load. As shown in Figure 3a, the Mode-2
OA-TENG contains the same components with Mode-1 OATENG, yet through a parallel connection. The mechanism is
also similar: most of the time, the switch is off and the TENG
is directly connected to the load. When the TENG reaches the
positive maximum displacement, the switch connects the terminal A and B and an oscillation electrical circuit composed
by the intrinsic capacitance of TENG, the external inductor is
established. The oscillation circuit is ideal without damp so that
the voltage can be fully reversed. After that, the switch turned
off again and the TENG continues to power the load resistance
with a clearly higher voltage compared to original TENG (green
dot line). When the TENG reaches the negative maximum
displacement, the switch connects the terminals of A and C,
and the voltage flips again. With each flip, the voltage and the
charge increases, until the system saturates.
Since each oscillation process is a simple undamped LC
oscillation, we pay more attention to the switch-off process. The
state Equation (5) has a general solution of (6), in which Qo is
a constant decided by the condition at the end of the oscillation process. For a common “cycles for energy output (CEO)”
operation, it is easy to get that Qo is 0 and the output is in a
purely sinusoidal shape. However, for the operation of Mode-2
OA-TENG, the Qo cannot be eliminated and the state Equation
turns to be Equation (7), where V1 is the voltage at the end of
the oscillation. It is noteworthy that V1 is not the peak voltage
due to the RC-delay. The voltage output and transferred charge
of the TENG are calculated, as shown in Note S2 in the Supporting Information.
dQ Q Vo
dQ Q Vo
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=
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In Equation (7), there exist a sinusoidal term as well as an
exponential decay term, and these two terms are competing
with each other. A stable operation cycle is simulated and the
V–Q plot is shown in Figure 3b. It can be observed that the
curves (red and blue lines) correspond to the switch-off processes decrease at first (absolute value) under the influence of
the exponential term, and then dominated by the sinusoidal
term and increase. Similar to the Mode-1 OA-TENG, the oscillation processes present to be straight lines on the V–Q plot.
Even if each oscillation process is ideal, the voltage amplitude of the oscillation is not the peak voltage of the TENG,
yet is affected by the load. The larger the load resistance, the
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Figure 3. Mechanism and simulations of the Mode-2 OA-TENG. a) The operation cycles for Mode-2 OA-TENG. b) The V–Q curve for the steady state.
c) The V–Q curves with different load resistance. d) The first several periods to achieve steady. e) The numbers of periods to achieve steady with
different load resistance.

smaller RC-delay, which further brings better performance of
the Mode-2 OA-TENG. The V–Q curves of Mode-2 OA-TENG
with different load resistances are depicted in Figure 3c. For
the small load (red cycle), the voltage drops to a very low level
before it starts to oscillate and the improvement brought by the
Mode-2 TENG is almost negligible. However, with the increase
of the load resistance (purple and blue cycles), the oscillation
becomes more obvious and the output of Mode-2 OA-TENG get
higher.
Figure 3d shows the first several periods of the Mode-2 OATENG to get stable. It is easy to get the stable condition of the
Mode-2 OA-TENG: the voltage at the beginning of the switchoff process equals to the voltage at end of the process, which
mathematically can be written as Equation (8). The periods
necessary to reach steady state for different load resistances

Adv. Energy Mater. 2019, 1900772

are plotted in Figure 3e. The smaller load brings a higher
voltage gain of the sinusoidal term in the nonoscillatory process, which results in higher stable voltage but longer time to
saturate
Vstart −swichoff = Vend −switchoff

(8)

2.2. Experimental Demonstration of OA-TENG
Here we demonstrate that the OA-TENG can be easily achieved
by combining mechanical switches with TENG devices. A freestanding mode TENG with the autoswitching device was fabricated and the parameters of the TENG are close to that in the
Table 1.
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First, the Mode-1 OA-TENG was demonstrated by using an
external load resistance R = 10 kΩ, inductance L = 0.5 H, and a
harmonic excitation frequency of f = 1 Hz, as shown in Figure S1

in the Supporting Information. The voltage output of the first
four periods is shown in Figure 4a. It can be observed that
the voltage undergoes sharp flip at each extreme point, which

Figure 4. The experimental demonstration of OA-TENG. a) The V–t curves, b) Q–t curves, and c) V–Q curves of the first four periods of Mode-1 OATENG. d) The V–Q curves of Mode-1 OA-TENG with different load resistances (low to high: short circuit, 1 kΩ, 5 kΩ, 10 kΩ, 100 kΩ, 1 MΩ). e) The
V–t curves, f) Q–t curves, and g) V–Q curves of the first four periods of Mode-2 OA-TENG. h) The V–Q curves of Mode-2 OA-TENG with different load
resistances (low to high: 100 MΩ, 1 GΩ, 10 GΩ, 100 GΩ, 500 GΩ, open circuit).
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accords with the theoretical analysis in Figure 2a and is obviously higher than the sinusoidal output of pure TENG device.
The transferred charges were also measured, as illustrated in
Figure 4b. The charges keep constant when the switch turns off
and dramatically flip upon the establishment of the oscillating
circuit. The amount of the transferred charges increases with
each flip and gradually saturates. The saturation phenomenon
is more obvious in the V–Q plot shown in Figure 4c, which fits
well with the simulation in Figure 2d. The influence of the load
resistance is also investigated. As shown in Figure 4d, with a
large load resistance of 10 MΩ the circuit will not oscillate due
to the over-damping and the V–Q curve turns into a typical
curve of CMEO operation. With the decrease of the load resistance, the Mode-1 OA-TENG begins to oscillate and the amplitude of output is negatively related to the load resistance, which
is the most significant difference between Mode-1 OA-TENG
with CEO and CMEO.
The Mode-2 OA-TENG is also demonstrated with an external
load resistance R = 100 GΩ, inductance L = 0.5 H, and a harmonic excitation with frequency of f = 1 Hz, as illustrated in
Figure S2 in the Supporting Information. The voltage output
of the first four periods is shown in Figure 4e, unlike Mode-1
OA-TENG, the voltage does not flip at the peak due to the RCdelay. It can be observed that each oscillation process does not
achieve 100% voltage reversal, which is caused by the nonideal
resistance in the circuit. Figure 4f illustrates the transferred
charges of the first four cycles, which flow slowly during the off
status of the switch but dramatically flip with the switch being
turned on. The saturation phenomenon also exists at Mode-2
OA-TENG, which is clear in the V–Q plot of Figure 4g. It is
noteworthy that when saturated, the voltages at the beginning
and the end of nonoscillatory process is not equal as predicted
in Equation (8) and Figure 3d, but bring a height difference
in the V–Q plot. The V–Q curves of the Mode-2 OA-TENG
with different load resistances are shown in Figure 4h. With
a small load resistance of 1 MΩ, the V–Q curve turns into a
typical curve of CMEO operation, which accords with the simulation shown in Figure 3c. When increase the load resistance,
the Mode-2 OA-TENG begins to oscillate and the amplitude of
output is positively related to the load resistance.

3. Discussion
3.1. Energy Output Per Cycle of OA-TENG
Zi et al. have proposed the method of calculating output energy
per cycle for TENG.[32] However, the calculating formula should
be improved for OA-TENG. For the cycles of CMO and CMEO
with pure resistive external circuit, the voltage and current
should always in the same direction, so that the product of
them is certainly positive. While for the inductive and capacitive external circuits, there exist phase difference between
voltage and current and the reactive power is introduced. This
reactive power is temporally stored in capacitors and inductors
as the electromagnetic field energy, and can be further transformed into heat, light, or mechanical energy. A typical example
is using electronic generators to charge a capacitor at first and
then power the electronics. Therefore, based on Zi’s work,[32] we
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extend the formula of energy output per cycle to calculate the
apparent power, as expressed in Equation (9).Thus, the energy
output of TENG is not only the enclosed area of the V–Q
curves, but also the coverage area of the V–Q curve and the Qaxis. As demonstrated in Figures 2b and 3b, the energy output
should be the sum of green area and two times of the purple
area, which is clearly larger than CMO and CMEO
E =P T =

∫

T
0

VI dt = ∫ VdQ
T

0

(9)

The theoretical energy output per cycle of Mode-1 OA-TENG,
Mode-2 OA-TENG, CEO, and CMEO with different load resistance are shown in Figure 5a. In small load and high load
area, OA-TENG can achieve significantly higher energy output
per cycle. By rational choosing the circuit mode, the energy
output per cycle can increase at least two times for arbitrary
load. We also calculated the energy output per cycle of Mode-1
and Mode-2 OA-TENG in the experimental demonstration, as
shown in Figure 5b. In most of the load region, the test results
show superior energy output and keep in good agreement with
the theory. However, in the ultralow and ultrahigh load region,
nonideal saturation appears.

3.2. Nonideal Factors
According to the theory, when the load resistance approaches
zero or infinity, the output of Mode-1 OA-TENG and Mode-2
OA-TENG should reach the device breakdown limitation. However, as shown in Figure 5b, we observed the nonideal saturation below 1 kΩ and over 20 GΩ, which obviously not reach
the device breakdown limitation. We believe this nonideal
saturation mainly resulted from two factors: 1) the diode does
not achieve the turn-on state. As shown in the I–V curve of the
diode (Figure S3, Supporting Information), the resistance is
larger than 1 kΩ for current below 0.1 mA; 2) the time constant
of the oscillating circuit is too short that the capacitor has fully
discharged when the mechanical switch is not in perfect contact and an extra contact resistance is introduced. The damping
caused by the diode resistance and contact resistance, on the
one hand, makes the circuit unable to oscillate perfectly and
results in the saturation in low load and high load areas; on the
other hand, the uncontrolled resistances make the oscillation
amplitude not stable. When the resistance larger than the critical resistance occasionally, the circuit will be overdamped and
the system will be reset. In our future work, the system is to
be improved by substituting the current nonideal components:
firstly, the diode can be replaced by the active rectification circuit which relies on the metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect
transistor (MOSFET) and brings an ultralow resistance and
low-power-consumption; also, the mechanical switch can be
replaced by electronic switch with a peak detection circuit. For
example, a low-cost voltage comparator and a simple RC delay
circuit can be applied, in which the RC delay circuit provides a
phase difference of the TENG output for the comparator to find
the peak of the signal.
Despite these nonideal factors in current system, on average,
the OA-TENG can still significantly improve the output of
TENG. Figure 5c shows the long-term output of CEO, CMEO,
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Figure 5. The energy output and nonideal factors of OA-TENG. a) The simulated energy output per cycle of Mode-1/Mode-2 OA-TENG (blue/red), CEO
(black) and CMEO (purple). The overall optimized energy output of OA-TENG is plotted as green dot line, CEO (black) and CMEO (purple). b) The
measured energy output per cycle of Mode-1/Mode-2 OA-TENG (blue/red). c) The long-term voltage output of CEO, CMEO and Mode-2 OA-TENG.
d) A photograph demonstrates the illuminance of an LED under the operation of CEO, CMEO, and Mode-1 OA-TENG.

and Mode-2 OA-TENG with external load of 1 GΩ. The OATENG shows obvious advantage toward CEO and CMEO. We
also demonstrated the advantage of OA-TENG by using a lightemitting diode (LED) as the load, as shown in Figure 5d. The
LED with Mode-1 TENG is significantly brighter than that with
CEO and CMEO.

4. Conclusion
We have developed a power management strategy to boost
the performance of TENG. Benefited from the LC oscillation occurred at each maximum point of the displacement,
the voltage and transferred charges can be accumulated and
beyond the limit of CMEO. In addition to the theoretical
derivation and model simulation, the performance of the
OA-TENG is also experimentally demonstrated by using a
mechanical switching system and a free-standing TENG. A
significant energy improvement is observed compared with
CEO and CMEO operations, especially for the low resistance
(<1 MΩ) and ultrahigh resistance (>10 GΩ) regions. Nonideal
factors in the switching system which cause the energy output
lower than the theory are also discussed, accompanied with
the perspectives for the future improvement. It is believed
such a general, low-cost and highly effective power management strategy will soon be applied to various TENG devices
and promote the industrialization and commercialization of
TENG.
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5. Experimental Section
Fabrication of Free-Standing Mode TENG: Typically, an acrylic
sheet (thickness of 3 mm) was cut into 45 mm × 80 mm by laser
cutter as the substrate. Then aluminum film (thickness of 50 µm)
was stuck on the substrate before cutting an interval gap of 2 mm
in the middle for forming two electrodes. A 25 µm FEP film with
adhesive back was then covered on the as-fabricated electrode part
to act as negative tribolayer. The sliding part of the TENG consisted
of a positive nylon tribofilm (25 µm) attached rubber sponge and
an acrylic sheet with the dimension of 40 mm × 35 mm. In order
to form the motion triggered system, a conductive strip (width:
5 mm, length: 60 mm, thickness: 3 mm) was fixed in the middle of
the slider.
Establishing the Motion Induced Trigger System: The motion
triggered system consists of the TENG, oscillation electric circuit
and electric brush. Firstly, several electrode nodes marked as “A,”
“B,” and “C” as depicted in Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting
Information were prepared using copper tape. Then “A,” “B,” and
“A,” “C” electrode nodes were fixed on two 3D stages respectively
with rubber sponge using in between. The TENG part was fixed on
a lifting stage and the sliding part was driven by precisely controlled
linear motor. In the following, two 3D stages with electrode nodes
were carefully adjusted on two sides of the conductive strip so that
to ensure the connection of nodes “A,” “B” and “A,” “C” in two
maximum positions. Finally, the oscillation electric circuit (Figures S1
and S2, Supporting Information) was connected between nodes “B,”
“C” and electrode of TENG.
Electric Measurement Equipment: The output voltage signals and
charge transfer were captured using Keithley 6514 System Electrometers.
The functional motion was produced by Linear motor system (Linmot
Linear guide H01-37 × 166/180).
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